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- Founded in 1997
- Official recognized association of labs in 
Greece
- Member of Eurolab, IMEKO
- Represented in Greek Accreditation Board
- Represented in Greek Standardization & 
Metrology Organisation
- About 80 members



Early days : HellasLab played a vital role in 
the creation of ESYD & EIM (Accreditation & 
Metrology) in Greece.
Technical commitees
Seminars
Workshops 



Why a laboratory join HellasLab ?

What HellasLab has to offer ?

How laboratories can help HellasLab ?

 



New webpage 
of HellasLab
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HellasLab is organizing seminars for Greek 
laboratories 



Why a laboratory must be accredited?
What is the difference between certification & 
accreditation ?
How can a laboratory be more confident on 
the analytical results ?
Proficiency testing schemes – Why ? 
Which is the added value of accreditation ?



HellasLab participates in :

Technical Commitees/ELOT(Standardisation),

Ad-hoc tech.comm. ESYD (Accreditation),

Working groups of Min. Industry (ΓΓΒ),



Why STANDARDS are so important for 
laboratories ?
Why National Institute for Metrology is 
fundamental for laboratory results ?
How Accreditation Body can boost Greek 
laboratories’ business ? 



There are laboratories:
- State owned,
- University / Research
- Private 
- Part of Industry (Q.C.)
- others….

Every one has a role !!!



The laboratories measuring chemical & 
physical properties of goods guarantee health 
and safety of the consumer.
Make possible the export of agricultural 
products to other markets.
Highly trained scientists are employed by labs, 
new technologies are applied and innovations 
take place.



Notified laboratories

Recognized laboratories

Approved laboratories

…….

ACCREDITED LABORATORIES !!!



ACCREDITATION AND 
MARKET SURVEILLANCE ….

New role for certification bodies & 
laboratories.
A useful tool to fight counterfeited products



SWOT Analysis:
Strenghts: Good scientific knowledge, 

Trained personnel
Weaknesses:   Many small laboratories,

         Financial problems
Opportunities: Positive economic cycle,

      Penetration in other markets
Threats:    Other big European labs,

Ever-changing environment (laws, 
taxes, etc…)



What we want:
1. Close cooperation with ESYD / be a 
member of the Manag. Board again !
2. Creation of a series of mirror commitees of 
ISO working groups (ELOT)
3. Become an advisor to ESYP board for 
metrology (EIM)
4. Participate in Market Surveillance activities
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Thank you for your patience  !!!


